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Levenshtein distance is a measure of the similarity between two strings, 
which we will  refer to as the source string (s) and the target string (t).  The 
distance  is  the  number  of  deletions,  insertions,  or  substitutions  required  to 
transform s into t. The greater the Levenshtein distance, the more different the 
strings are. 
Levenshtein  distance  is  named  after  the  Russian  scientist,  Vladimir 
Levenshtein, who devised the algorithm in 1965. If you can't spell or pronounce 
Levenshtein, the metric is also sometimes called edit distance. The Levenshtein 
distance algorithm has been used in spell checking, speech recognition, DNA 
analysis, plagiarism detection .
This project is used for searching word from one file and after that this 
program will counting the word that was found, so users in addition to knowing 
whether  the word exists  or  not,  user  will know too how much word in  file 
whose user inputed.  User only push the open button or user can choose the 
menu and click open in menu file, and choose the file that user want to search. 
After then,  user can fill  the keyword in text field,  and then push the search 
button. So, the program will be printed result, the word is exist or not exist in 
the file, and if exist the result can be shown too how many word that exist in 
that file.
This  project,  is  made  using  java  language  and  levenshtein  distance 
algorithm. However, this project in rough and still own feebleness which need 
corrected.
For example, if string (s) is "test" and string (t) is "test", then levenshtein 
distance of string(s,t)  is 0, because no transformations are needed. The strings 
are already identical. 
Another  example  if  string  (s)  is  "test"  and  string  (t)  is  "tent",  then 
v
levenshtein distance if string(s,t) is 1, because one substitution (change "s" to 
"n") is sufficient to transform string (s) into string (t). 
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